The Cat Fanciers’ Association, Inc. (CFA) is THE worldwide association dedicated to serving the cat fancier by sponsoring shows, registering cats and promoting interest in and knowledge about all cats through educational materials. If you are interested in learning more about CFA and your cat, there are several informational publications available (listed below), or visit our website at: http://www.cfa.org.

**CFA Yearbook:** Worldwide in scope and content, universal in its application to cats, international in authorship – the annual record of the cat world. Includes the yearly Top 25 Cats, Top 25 Kittens and Top 25 Cats in Premiership (alters), pictured in full color. Grand Champions/Premiers, a breeder’s showcase, and features of interest to all potential cat owners, breeders, exhibitors, veterinarians…everyone professionally involved…or just plain interested in cats. A book with more than 300 pages, almost all in color.

**Cat Fanciers’ Online Almanac:** An online e-magazine containing up-to-the-minute information on scheduled shows, show results, association news and articles and features of interest to the breeder/exhibitor – 1 year for $49.00.

**Cat Talk:** Tap into MEOW POWER with CFA’s newest bi-monthly publication, Cat Talk is distributed through the U.S. mail to subscribers worldwide and is targeted to the savvy CFA Breeder/Exhibitor. Cat Talk serves as the voice of the cat fancy with its member-driven features and in depth articles of interest. Bi-monthly feature articles focus on the many facets of showing in CFA and include areas of particular interest to the CFA membership such as: feline health and fitness, CFA breeds, operations, events, programs, sponsors, show rules, show promotion ideas as well as regular columns, a show calendar and recognition. With its first-person view, Cat Talk serves as the heart and soul of the CFA exhibitor. $49 for six issues.

**CFA Show Standards:** The show standards describe the exact requirements for type and color required of all cats eligible for show competition. Price: complete set-$9.00, individual copies-free.

**CFA Show Rules:** the show rules explain the technical aspects of a CFA-sponsored show, including rules governing exhibitors, show personnel, judges and a list of breeds and colors eligible for competition. A must for every exhibitor. Price: $7.00.